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OVERVIEW

T

his stunning, prophetic documentary reveals
a mystery that is determining America’s future—
and yours.
It all began with Jonathan Cahn’s first book,
The Harbinger, written in 2012, which revealed an
ancient mystery behind everything from 9/11 to the
economy, to the housing boom, to the war in Iraq, to
the crisis on Wall Street.
God used The Harbinger to send a prophetic message on which America’s future hangs.
But that wasn’t the end. Since The Harbinger came
out, what the book foreshadowed is actually coming
true. So in early 2020, Cahn began to write the longawaited sequel, The Harbinger II: The Return, and
soon after, COVID-19 began to paralyze America.
The shaking of which he had warned in The Harbinger had begun.
And now, in the fullness of time, comes this riveting documentary. It not only tells the mystery
of the Harbinger, it shows you. And finally, at the
end of this film, Cahn opens up a mystery he’s kept
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hidden for over twenty years—something most prophetic and which you will see here for the first time.

The Biblical Template
The Harbinger revealed nine signs that appeared in
the last days of ancient Israel, which are now reappearing on American soil. These harbingers are not
the end of judgment but the beginning of judgment.
This biblical template of national judgment begins
with the lifting of the nation’s hedge of protection.
An enemy makes a strike on the land. It’s a wake-up
call to return to God.
For America, the beginning of national judgment
came on September 11, 2001. In the template, the
nation is given a space of time, a window in which
to come back to God or to head for judgment. If it
doesn’t turn back, then greater shakings will happen.
In America it’s happening now. The Harbinger II—
and this documentary—reveal how the mystery has
never stopped.

The Revelation
The revelation comes in three parts. The first part is
called “The Unrevealed.” It opens up the mysteries
that began with 9/11, the repercussions of which are
affecting us to this day.
The second part is called “The Manifestations.” It
vi
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reveals that the mystery has continued, the template
of judgment has progressed, and new harbingers
have now appeared.
The third part is called “The Coming,” which
brings the mystery up to the present time. It asks the
questions, Is there hope? What is the warning, and
what are the keys for each of us in the days ahead?
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THE UNREVEALED

A

merica was formed after the image of ancient
Israel. But like Israel, it fell away from God. The
people drove God out of their culture, descending
into sexual immorality, persecuting those who
upheld God’s ways, and sacrificing their own
children at the altar of abortion.
And then came the first shaking—the first strike,
a warning of coming judgment.

The Gate
The great cities of the ancient world were walled, and
the gates of those walls were critical. But what did it
mean when an enemy appeared at the gate?
Scripture:

Deuteronomy 28:52

If a nation doesn’t turn back to God, then
what began at the gate moves inexorably to its conclusion.
Principle:

Questions:

• What is the gate of America?
1
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• When did this ancient mystery happen
on American soil?

The Tower
The pride of a nation is embodied in its towers. What
does it mean if a nation’s towers should fall?
Scripture:

Isaiah 2:12, 17

Principle: The biblical template of judgment declares
that which is lifted up is brought low. And that’s
exactly what happened on 9/11.
Questions:

• Did the same sign that appeared to
ancient cities and kingdoms now
appear to America on 9/11?
• Upon what two foundations does
America’s power rest?

The House by the River
When judgement comes to a nation, its powers are
struck and the foundations of those powers are
exposed. One of those powers is that of its military.
Scripture:

2
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The Unrevealed
Principle: America’s blessings and world power come

from God. But if it turns away from Him and wars
against His ways, that power will be removed.
Questions:

• Could this ancient biblical principle
manifest in America? And how would
this relate to the Pentagon and what
happened on 9/11?
• Could the Pentagon be hiding a mystery that goes back to 1941 but relates
to us now? And could this mystery
have actually pinpointed the year and
date it would be attacked sixty years
later?
• What would be the biblical warning to
America in all these things?

The Mystery Ship
On 9/11, everything returned to its foundation, and
the foundation was exposed. A mystery became visible in the New York harbor.
Scripture:

Jeremiah 45:4
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America’s economic power and prosperity
come from God. But if the nation turns against its
foundation, then that power and prosperity will
crumble.
Principle:

Questions:

• What was the mystery from another
century that appeared in the New
York harbor on 9/11?
• What is the prophetic connection
between the day of destruction and
the day that New York City was born,
the two 9/11s?

The Parasha
Every Sabbath in synagogues throughout the
world, a passage of Scripture is read and chanted,
appointed from ages past. On the Sabbath before
9/11, an appointed word was read. It was a prophecy
of calamity that revealed the signs of national judgment.
Scripture:

Deuteronomy 28:24, 29, 49–50, 52

This scripture defines the mystery of what
would befall a nation that had once known God but
now had turned away.
Principle:
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Questions:

• How many signs appeared in the
appointed word that happened exactly
that way on 9/11?
• What is the significance of the image
on the second plane?

The Watchmen
In ancient times watchmen stood on city walls and
sounded the shofar at the first glimpse of an enemy
to warn the city of danger. On the morning of 9/11,
the ancient biblical sound of warning began echoing
through America’s northeast coast. How did that
happen, and what did it mean?
Jeremiah 4:19–20; Amos 3:6; Zephaniah
1:16; Hosea 8:1
Scripture:

Principle: Before judgment falls on a nation, God
sends warning.
Questions:

• How was America warned on the
morning of 9/11?
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• Does the mystery pinpoint exact times
and places when and where the terrorists passed through?
• Does God use calamity as a warning
or wake-up call to a nation?
• What happens if a city or nation
ignores the warning of the watchman?

6

THE MANIFESTATIONS

T

here is a centuries-old prophetic warning
embedded in America’s foundation. Some of the
most critical pillars in America’s foundation were
laid in Massachusetts Bay. John Winthrop, the
grandfather of the nation, sailed through this bay.

The City On the Hill
John Winthrop dedicated America to the purposes
of God, founded after the pattern of ancient Israel.
Scripture:

Deuteronomy 28

Principle: America was founded by the Puritans after

the pattern of Israel. Inasmuch as Israel followed
God, it was blessed. But inasmuch as it turned away,
its blessings were removed and replaced with curses.
Questions:

• What scripture or scriptures was Winthrop’s promise and warning based
on?
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• How did its original context connect
with the context of Winthrop and the
Puritan exodus?
• What is its promise for America? Was
it fulfilled?
• What is the warning of Winthrop’s
message?
• Is it coming true in America?

The Harbingers
The nine harbingers of judgment that manifested
in the last days of ancient Israel began to manifest
on American soil—and now new harbingers have
appeared.
Scripture:

Isaiah 9:8–10

Principle: America itself is replaying the ancient
judgment drama, following in the footsteps of
ancient Israel.
Questions:

• What was the context of Isaiah 9:10
with regard to ancient Israel and its
judgment?

8
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• What is the biblical pattern of national
judgment?
• How has America answered God’s
wake-up call? What is the object that
has risen to demonstrate that answer?
• How was the vow of judgment uttered
in America’s capital city, marking
America as a nation now under the
judgment of God?

The Hidden
At the very top of the Freedom Tower in New York
City there is a mystery that goes back thousands of
years.
Scripture:

Isaiah 9:10; Genesis 11:4

The highest words of America proclaimed
to the heavens a nation’s defiance of God.
Principle:

Questions:

• Have new signs and harbingers
appeared in America since 9/11?
• What are the words atop the tower,
and what is their significance to the
mystery?
9
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The Ninth of Tammuz
There is a specific day on the Hebrew calendar that
leads to judgement—the day that the end began. It’s
a day of sorrow, fasting, and mourning. The day that
sealed the destruction of Judah…and America followed the template.
Scripture:

Jeremiah 39:1–4, 8–9

In striking down the biblical definition
of marriage, America crossed a threshold in its fall
from God. Marriage as we have known it is a hedge
to any civilization.
Principle:

Questions:

• What examples have you seen of evil
being called good, and good being
called evil?
• What significant event happened on
June 26? What was the biblical date?
• What happened to Jerusalem on the
Ninth of Tammuz?
• How does the event that took place
in America on the Ninth of Tammuz
relate to the meaning and warning of
the ancient date?
10
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The Image
Shortly before ancient Israel was destroyed, the Lord
showed the prophet Ezekiel a vision in the holy
temple of Jerusalem: an image of a pagan god. God
told him that judgment would fall and the nation
would be destroyed. In modern America, an image
of a pagan god appeared in the city of the harbingers.
Scripture:

Isaiah 5:20

Principle: When a nation turns away from God, it
inevitably turns to the gods. One of the signs of a
nation’s judgment is the appearance of the idols and
images of the gods.
Questions:

• How did the image of a foreign god
manifest in America?
• What was the appointed scripture for
that day? What was the sign of such
images?
• What was the god whose image was
projected onto the building? What
might that mean?
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• What could it mean that light was
used in order to create the god of
darkness?

The Judgment Tree
In the Bible, one of the signs that represent judgment
coming upon a nation is a withering tree…a mystery
that also happened at Ground Zero.
Scripture:

Ezekiel 31:12, 32:7; Joel 2:31

Principle: The fall of the sycamore tree corresponded
to the calamity of 9/11; the fall of the Erez tree foreshadows the fall of the nation.
Questions:

• Which of the original nine harbingers
was the Erez Tree, the Tree of Hope?
• Why is the biblical image of a withering tree a symbol of national judgment?
• Why is the fall of the Erez Tree (or
Cedar in English) a more ominous
sign than the fall of a sycamore?
• What is the significance of the tree
falling on a Hebrew holy day?
12
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• What sign appeared in the sky on that
very same day?

The Convergence
On the morning of 9/11, another mystery marked the
beginning of the nation’s judgment, seen by believers
all over the nation. The warning was given years in
advance.
Scripture:

Isaiah 9:8–10

Principle: The Bible itself marked the beginning of
the nation’s judgment as September 11.
Questions:

• What scripture manifested all over
America on the morning of 9/11?
• How did that happen?
• How far back was the date of 9/11
linked to an enemy attack?
• Why did God have this happen?
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THE COMING

C

hapter 28 of The Harbinger is called “Things
to Come,” and it speaks of what comes next.

In the template, if a nation continues in
its course of descent from God, shakings will come
upon it.
Principle:

Questions:

• What form do the shakings take that
come upon a nation in danger of judgment?
• How many of these can you see taking
place in America?
Principle: In the biblical template of national judgment, after an initial warning strike, the nation is
given a period of time to return to God—and if it
does not, then it proceeds to calamity.
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Questions:

• In the judgment of Jerusalem and the
southern kingdom of Judah, when did
the first strike come upon the land?
• When did the great shakings come
upon the land?
• What happens if you apply this same
template to America and 9/11? What
does it reveal?

The Plague
One of the judgments that the prophet Jeremiah
foretold would come upon his nation in its time
of judgment was that of a plague—or an epidemic.
Could that provide the key to what has come upon
the world?
Scripture:

Jeremiah 19:1–11, 8:22, 32:35–36

Judgment can manifest in the form of a
plague, and the plague will bear signs of the nation’s
sin.
Principle:
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The Coming
Questions:

• What signs accompanying COVID-19
relate to the biblical principle of
plagues and judgment?
• What signs can we see in the time and
place, the exact dates that COVID-19
struck America?

The Mystery Ground
When judgment came to Israel, the destruction
returned to the ground on which the nation was
dedicated in prayer to God—the Temple Mount. On
9/11 the ancient mystery manifested to America in
New York City.
Scripture:

Deuteronomy 30:1–2, 9–10

On 9/11 God was calling America back
to its ground of consecration and prayer. But even
as the nation’s eyes were turned back to this place,
there was no turning back to God.
Principle:

Questions:

• Where is America’s consecration
ground?
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• What took place there—by whom, and
when?
• What would the call of God be with
regard to America’s Mystery Ground?

If My People
There is a scripture, a key to national restoration.
The nation’s history has been altered more than once
by this ancient mystery.
Scripture:

2 Chronicles 7:14

Principle:

There is an answer for America to avert

judgment.

Questions:

• Do you believe there is hope for
America?
• How could 2 Chronicles 7:14 be
applied to America right now?
• What specific things could be done
to put that scripture into effect in
America?
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The Winds Of April
In April of 1863, in the midst of the Civil War,
Abraham Lincoln called for a national day of prayer,
humility, and repentance before God.
Scripture:

2 Chronicles 7:14

God will honor His word. If we do what
God told us we must do, He will answer and bring
healing to our land.
Principle:

Questions:

• Why do you think Lincoln and the
United States Congress called for a
national day of prayer, humility, and
repentance?
• What events marked the turning point
of the Civil War?
• How did these events relate to Lincoln’s call to prayer?
• What would have happened in the
20th century had Lincoln not called
for prayer, and had the people not
humbled themselves and prayed and
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turned from their sinful ways and
sought the face of God?

The Western Terrace
In 1980, believers from all over America gathered in
Washington, DC, with one scripture. They prayed
for two things.
Scripture:

2 Chronicles 7:14

The ancient promise given to Israel
changed the history of America and the world.
Principle:

Questions:

• What two things did believers pray for
in Washington, DC, in 1980?
• How was each one answered and fulfilled?
• In January 1981, the site of the inauguration was changed from where it had
been for more than a century to the
Western Terrace. Why was that significant?
• What might have happened had that
day of prayer not taken place—to
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America, to the Communist countries
of Eastern Europe…to the world?
• Is it possible that there could again
be a return to God, repentance, and
revival in America? What would need
to be done for this to happen?

The Island
The prophetic word embedded into America’s foundation was linked to an island, an island that would
become critical to the nation’s history in 2001.
Scripture:

Malachi 3:7

Principle: America was founded after the pattern
of Israel’s founding, blessed after the pattern of
Israel’s blessings, fallen after the pattern of Israel’s
fall, shaken after the pattern of Israel’s shakings. If
it does not return to God, will it not undergo the
calamity of Israel’s judgment?
Questions:

• On what words of Jesus the Messiah
was John Winthrop’s message based?
• Was there an actual American city
known as the “City on the Hill”?
21
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• Where was Winthrop’s Island?
• How did all these things come
together in September of 2001?

The Day of the Watchman
Two years before 9/11, a number of believers gathered
at the Statue of Liberty, knowing in the Spirit that
a terrorist attack was coming to America. That day
would produce two exact prophetic images of what
was to take place two years later.
Scripture:

Jeremiah 4:19–20, 6:17; Ezekiel 33:3

God uses images and symbols to warn of
what is yet to come.
Principle:

Questions:

• What does the Bible say of God
warning His people of things to come?
• What is the connection between gates
and watchmen?
• What is the gate of the gate of
America—the exact point?
• What would the watchman see from
the gate in the distance?
22
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• How did the “Day of the Watchman”
foreshadow what was to come two
years later, with an image, a clip, and
a date?

A Mystery Revealed and What Lies Ahead
Who was the one who sounded the shofar from the
Statue of Liberty, who pointed the ram’s horn at
the north tower, who said the Hebrew prayer as the
plane headed to the World Trade Center on 9/11 two
years before the attack?
Questions:

• What was the biblical holy day, the
day that warns of coming judgment
and calls us to hear the warning,
repent, and turn to God? How did it
manifest at the Statue of Liberty? And
what would it mean?
• Can we turn against the God of our
foundation and still retain His blessings?
• What is the only hope for America?
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• What is the trumpet saying to those
who know the Lord—and to those
who don’t?
• What can you do with regard to the
lost? With regard to America? And
with regard to your own life?

24
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Special insights and revelation into EACH MYSTERY…
This stunning, prophetic documentary reveals a mystery that is determining America’s
future—and yours. Now, watch the movie and go deeper into the revelations with this study
guide. It all began with Jonathan Cahn’s first book, The Harbinger, written in 2012, which
revealed an ancient mystery behind everything from 9/11 to the economy, to the housing
boom, to the war in Iraq, to the crisis on Wall Street. But that wasn’t the end. So in early
2020, Cahn began to write the long-awaited sequel, The Harbinger II: The Return, and soon
after, COVID-19 began to paralyze America.
The shaking of which he had warned in The Harbinger had begun.
And now, in the fullness of time, comes this riveting documentary. It not only tells the mystery
of the Harbinger, it shows you. Get your small group together for the movie, and then work
through this study guide as you uncover the ancient mysteries…

JONATHAN CAHN caused a worldwide stir with the release of his
explosive first book The Harbinger. The book became an instant New
York Times best seller and brought him to national and international
prominence. His next books were all New York Times bestsellers as well:
The Mystery of the Shemitah, The Book of Mysteries, The Paradigm, The
Oracle, and The Harbinger II: The Return. He was named, along with
Billy Graham, one of the top forty spiritual leaders of the last forty years
to have radically impacted the world. Called the prophetic voice of this generation, he has
spoken on Capitol Hill, at the United Nations, and to millions of people around the world.
He is known for opening the deep mysteries of Scripture and bringing forth messages of
prophetic import. Cahn leads Hope of the World ministry, an international outreach of teaching, evangelism, and compassion projects for the world’s most needy. He also leads the
Jerusalem Center/Beth Israel, a worship center made up of Jews and Gentiles, people of all
backgrounds, just outside New York City, in Wayne, New Jersey.
See the movie – host a study using this free study guide.
Scan or click
to learn more.
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